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Abstract: This research paper aims an analytical study on the software development organization insight into trending automation technologies and their implementation Software Engineering Management (SEM) processes. Software Project Management (SPM) is a scientific art for planning, controlling execution and monitoring. SPM approaches are more focusing towards the essential requirement for the success of software project development. It has been very challenging to manage software development using existing project management procedures driven by software development organizations and this is one of the areas of problem statement for this research. This paper discusses an analytical study for the requirements and consideration of BPR in SPM, explores to spot and emphasizes the important success factors for the execution of a BPR using benefits of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in software development organization. BPR is an organizational mechanism that improves ability to respond to challenges of qualitative result by change and improvement in software engineering processes, productivity, product quality and competitive advantages. AI will be the best approach and scope of automation SEM processes for software development organizations. This paper also represents a conceptual view of software engineering model shift for improvements in capability of project managers to handle agile thinking and problem solving for betterment of SPM using Artificial Intelligence.


I. INTRODUCTION

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a sub domain of computer science and technology engineering domains that spotlights the invention of intelligence and machines learning that perform all operations like natural humans and SPM (Software Project Management) is a strategy for software business organization which includes project planning, scheduling, and resource allocation and change management.

AI is trending in software development firms and has started gaining potential by software project managers. Result of software project is absolutely dependent of software development model and AI technologies used by a software development organization. Incorrect model and out dated technology may result into failure of project or compromise with predicted output of software project and also creates a risk for all types of stakeholders involved in the project, for proper understanding of requirement, project budgeting, quality control and control over of the costs of development. Change management has become an essential for an organization to compete with its own classic methodologies for organization management. New forms of organization, competitive pressures and the use of Information Systems seemed to have decreased productivity of managers. Fragmentation of existing systems and then reform them using the BPR approach. Inherently, organizations could also be able to contend with a quickly dynamical business structure, through internal amendment but AI has a power to extend the concept of process change, from fundamental hypothetical considerations and standards of software engineering process management. Project management parameters with intelligent use of software models can make software project managers capable to analyze the inherent risk, intelligent scheduling and resource management. An advancement of AI has tried to automate processes where human intervention is required for reusability of task. AI helps software development organization managers in implementing agile software development approach for the operation management and other stakeholders also.

II. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Primary and core significant aim and objective of this research study is highlight on the conceptual view for the implementation of trending automation technologies for Software Engineering Management (SEM) processes in software development organizations using following analytical studies:

- Classical SEM processes and their limitations
- Improvements in SEM processes
- Scope of BPR using AI technologies

Automation of the processes the future of technologies and AI is the future of automation technology that can bring revolution in existing reengineering processes.
The qualitative analysis of SEM processes and approaches in software development organization based on literature reviews, and representation conceptualization view of the use of AI in software system development and life cycle stages, are the research methods for targeting the goal of this research.

III. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI)

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a sub domain of computer science field. AI approaches are cost efficient and operational, as well as more tailored in transformations of strategic business program. However there are several risks of using AI because of, limited or no availability data for analysis or required quantity of data or available data is of low quality and no or poor understanding of AI inherent risks. AI could be a theory regarding the event of learning strategy for computer systems capable to execute operations that unremarkably need intelligence of natural human power. Samples of such operations embody speech recognition, visual perception, result oriented decision making and learning beneath ambiguity. AI applications area unit able to analyze information to spot patterns and build selections supported style of patterns. They're organized and coded to find out from the information they're equipped using programming techniques, either as a natural event at the time of their style, or on endless to enhance computer systems’ performance by exposure to information while not the necessity to follow expressly programmed directions of AI, trending in software development projects and organization management are:

- Machine Learning (ML)
- Deep Learning (DL)
- Speech Recognition (SR)
- Natural Language Processing (NLP)

A. Machine Learning (ML)

Machine Learning (ML) has capability of enhancement in computer systems’ processes and performance by exposure to information without the requirement to follow expressively programmed algorithms. Machine Learning (ML) is a subdomain for AI and a scientific analysis of statistical models and algorithms that computer based software systems use to improve their performance on a specific work. At its core, Machine Learning (ML) is that the method of mechanically discovering patterns in information and victimization them to create predictions. ML

B. Deep Learning (DL)

Deep Learning (DL) is a branch of AI and computer science; and a subfield under ML algorithms as a function of the brain known as ANN (Artificial Neural Networks). Deep learning focuses on learning of data representation and is quite different than task-specific algorithms. Deep Learning (DL) algorithms area unit a category of ML algorithms that have become fabulous due to their effectiveness in operations associated with computer vision and speech. They're advanced techniques wherever it's onerous to decipher precisely how every input drives model outcomes, usually leading to them being recognized as “black boxes”.

C. Speech Recognition (SR)

Speech recognition enables machines or software systems to identify phrases or words in auditor communication and convert them into machine comprehensible structure. Cardinally SR (Speech Recognition) encompasses a restricted assortment of vocabulary of statement phrases and words, and it's going to solely acknowledge these if they're clearly spoken. Speech recognition is the sub-field of computational linguistics that inter-disciplinary develops methodologies and technologies that allow the recognition and translation of spoken language into text by computers.

D. Natural Language Processing (NLP)

Natural Language Processing (NLP) could be the subdivision of computer science and AI technologies, which enables interactions between human understandable languages and information system and defines the way to program computers to analyze and progress large amounts of data in natural language. NLP applications development is very challenging for the software engineers as a system requires a speech of human as an input to for a programming, especially when there is unambiguous and precise speech or from a restricted range of clearly vocalized commands. Natural human speech, however, isn't perpetually proper and correct. The linguistic structure in natural human vocabulary is ambiguous and might rely upon several advanced critical variables, as well as slang, regional dialects and social context.

IV. BPR WITH AI

Integration of AI as a solution to Business Process Management (BPM) can build traceability and auditability as difficult, and also the speed at that they'll end in errors apparently on a large scale, in a too short time duration. BPR is focused in helping organizations to rethink about what are the issues with existing system and how to do the work in order to improve product quality, services, cut operational costs and how to face market competitions. BPR (Business process reengineering) projects are undertaken by organizations which are outward searching for important amendment within the organization performance and expecting radical changes in variables. Fundamentally, such organizations are unit trendsetters in their relative domains and market segments. BPR projects are generally large and take longer time along with significant inflow capital. BPR focuses on redesigning of organizational workflows and business processes. BPR helps organizations to restructure their processes by aiming on the bottom-up design of their business processes. According to Joshi and Dangwal [3]. BPR is one in all the foremost ubiquitous development strategies used across the world. This research study is also focusing regarding a way to conceptualize the scope of AI to seeks its implications for tradition system flow and risk management, in addition because the regulative context within software development organization.
Such areas empower firm’s vision to focus more effective result, face challenges and improvements in development of an AI strategy, specifically the development of a software using AI. We can analyze by reflecting on regulators to regulate AI and its challenges.

V. SPM WITH AI

Software project management is a science of software development and art of communicating with different stakeholders according to Hammer and Champy. Project management software can have following primary functions according to ISO/IEC/IEEE 12207:2017 System and Software Engineering – System Life Cycle Processes standards for software system development:

- Task Management
- Time Tracking
- Documentation
- Scheduling
- Project Planning
- Bug Reporting
- Project Development
- Delivery and Maintenance

Project management software systems are used in a several ways with the main goal, to facilitate the tracking of project phases, resources and stakeholders. SDLC (Software Development Life Cycle) is a structured way to handle software development and management using various standard SDLC models. Consistently changing technology market has been demanding business process reengineering in SDLC models also and it results into improvement in estimation of software delivery at some level of aspects but can’t automate processes. Software engineering is scientific approach associated with software product development using well defined procedures, methods and engineering principles. SDLC is a kind of algorithms for making quality software system among the given time. AI with software project management enables a system itself that it can perform all activities of management and administer projects without requiring human intervention. AI provides high level of services that has been growing with in the form bot applications today. Business chat-boats like Hipchat, Googlebot etc. enable an instant response to the query of users. It can develop an understanding of key project performance by automation of tasks. AI in Project management performs more complex tasks, make recommendations, can uncover insights and make decisions. A machine learning approach applied to project management helps in project scheduling and task estimation. ML based algorithms can bring potential power in hands of software project manager in achieving success for projects by implementing AI bots. So many unsuccessful software projects have been resulted in last decade and that is the reason for considerable improvements in software project management are essential. The main bodies of knowledge should be determined based on Artificial Intelligence. And the same is determined by several literature reviews. Following are some of the key areas for integration of AI with SEM:

- Project Scope
- Project Estimation
- Risk Management
- Project Model
- Stakeholder Integration
- Controlling

The implementation of AI for the success of project can be conceptualized focusing on the traditional and present research on AI which will facilitate organizations to grasp a way to implement AI in SPM. The biggest issue with project management is poor support from top management in the organization. They are less attentive towards the goal of organization and projects that are associated with goal of organization. That’s the main reason for involvement of AI to remind and notify them about to take an action at each stage of project development and management. Project management frameworks and knowledge bodies of project management define supported tools for control and monitoring. Traditional parametrical tools are not enough for this purpose. However, several traditional tools have ignored some essential qualitative parameters of project management and consideration of all the stakeholders’ point of view prior to development. A project has been, categorized as successful if it accomplished its main concepts: Scope, and budget. From the basic study we can easily conclude that concepts of project success can be differentiated, by the traditional Triple Constraint like scope, schedule, budget and quality and by focusing on processes of project management. On the other hand, criteria are more important for the success of the project from the resulting product point of view. Outi surveyed that research communities are using AI techniques rather than software engineering practices for their software design. This research paper has merely focus on those Artificial Intelligence techniques that are used for successful estimation of projects and identification of critical factors of a project.
To carry out at some level of outcome, an unstructured search is followed at initial level just to identify several different approaches and goals in the field of artificial intelligence applicable to project management. By considering of all stakeholder in project requirement analysis, project can be managed properly can meet with the stakeholders’ expectations [8-9]. The success or failure of the project is merely dependent on input of stakeholder that has not been considered and this is the main reasons why projects goes failed or not get success as expected [10-12]. Littlewood et al analyzed probabilistic AI technique can be highly applicable in SEM like software model reliability using Bayesian model. Gingnell [39] represented a joint probability distribution which the best suited method for data classification in different categories. While Horvitz et al [40] analyzed that inherently needful elements of probability of stochastic nature of human behavior can help in probabilistic reasoning using Bayesian model.

VI. REVIEWS AND DISCUSSIONS

Over all 60% of the software development projects are recognized as failed by the respondents who have been a part of SPM. With involvement of wider team in the project it become essential, a knowledge of how to engage stakeholders to bring better results. In the coming years, fundamental shift in collaboration in project management will be found. Now a change management has become an essential part of software process improvements for project managers. Collaboration between stakeholders at workplace on projects has becoming very essential for the success of the project. Collaborative nature of project management holds utmost importance in software development teams. Most of the software product and project managers have fear about the unsuccessful implementation and failure of the project.

Software system Development Life Cycle (SDLC) is vision employed in software system and engineering to explain a procedure for coming up with, developing, testing, and implementation of user demand specification. Software system engineers ought to follow SDLC phases for making well designed wares for users and should issues on issue poignant software system quality. Reengineering will invent a major amendment in product and service necessities, a major amendment in controls or constraints obligatory on a business method, or a major amendment within the technological platform that supports the organizational methods. Implementation of a reengineering initiative sometimes has wide impacts across structure boundaries, in addition as impacts on suppliers and customers [25].

The main challenge of software project management is to accomplish all objectives of project as per specifications in the pioneer structure of information PMBOK [4], PRINCE2 and ISO21500. Good knowledge and understanding about problem definition and its resolution to achieve organizational goal is key to success towered projects with the help of better project management [5]. Some crucial parameters are known within the project development and management literature study is as follows:

- Software projects have perpetually been wounded by issues, ambiguities, bugs and continuous enhancements that build it very terribly onerous for project managers to arrange and schedules all resources and budgets [20-23].
- Not only project managers and its team but all types of stakeholders, involved in software project management, are responsible for outcome of the project [16-19].
- Fundamentally, software projects are covered by many uncertain complexities [7], which are becoming additional more and more critical everyday [15].

The key parameters and variables to determine the success of the software project are: customer feedback, performance, selection of technologies, organizational support and structure. [26-27]. Coulin et al. [31] proposed an automation tool MUSTER that can help in addressing issues with elicitation software development processes and improve requirement efficiencies with the help of intelligent technologies. Harman [32] explored relationship between challenges for areas of AI and SEM. Technological areas has been changing very rapidly with the high expectation of improvement in technological management areas. As software engineers have been facing poorly defined application domains consistently changing and conflicting objectives, it has become very essential to upgrade SEM with the help of AI. Gelly et al [33] analyzed and presented that since a decade AI algorithms have been contributing in software engineering areas to overcome insoluble challenges. Software development cost estimation is a very critical process for the project planning. Idri et al [34] and Mair et al [35] interpreted that ANN (Artificial Neural Network) is one of case reasoning based protocol helps in accurate cost estimation. ANN is an algorithm of Machine Learning (ML), which is a key domain area of AI. Maedche et al [36] and Challagulla et al [37] concluded that Ontology learning and defect prediction also helps in better prediction. Ranjith et al [24] focused on implementation of automation in software business process management and determined several factors for success and failure of Robotic Process Automation (RPA) by conducting qualitative research methodology using surveys and interviews of engineers having experience of implementation of RPA in software development organization.

VII. CONCLUSION

The change management is extremely essential in software engineering management. Managerial human parameters will efficiently influence the execution and implementation BPR (Business Process Reengineering) and acceptance of software system improvement methodologies. As a result of analysis of evolution of 'what can be the next' with the goal of distinctive attainable areas for improvement ought to incorporate the effectiveness factors. We evaluated that a significant rise of Artificial Intelligence (AI) has enabled a way to potential transformation for the business process re-engineering for software development organization. AI will be the potential game changer for the software project management and development life cycle processes. There is a huge demand of AI in all managerial areas of technology.
AI can help project managers to focus on establishing organizational goals by cost optimization and improving quality of the product. The human intuition, feelings, ideas, emotions and passion cannot be consider or replaced by AI, so AI cannot be alternative of a project manager but will be helpful to project managers to optimizing the effort of the software project development and management team and in improving the significant level of the success of the project by eliminating repetitive operations from the project.

VIII. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

This paper represents the analytical reviews of various literatures focusing on integration of AI with software engineering management and a scope of AI in software project development life cycle. There is a large scope of invention for successful implementation of AI in software project management for that we will continue this research in the next phases. At this stage a conceptual prototyping model requires with a strong protocol design that enables integration of Software Engineering Management with Artificial Intelligence. Further research work plan will be focus on enhancement in SDLC frameworks with more detail about how it can bring business process reengineering in the structure of software development organization. We, Krunal et al have concluded that BPR has been enabling organizational capabilities towards implementation of new initiatives with fewer complexities [30]. It just requires a PLCF – Process Life Cycle Method suitable to organizational structure. With this research are trying to conceptualize integration of AI with PLCF for software development organization.
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